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Abstract
A design methodology for level shifters voltage translators, where the output voltage ranges from 0 to 18 V, and the input

voltage ranges from 2 to 5.5 V in a 0.6 lm CMOS-HV technology, is presented. This family of circuits have a special

interest in the case of implantable medical devices where is common to handle previously unknown voltages either positive

or negative, above or below the control logic supply VDD. Two application examples are presented: a composite switch to

control negative stimuli voltage pulses, and a multi-channel programmable charge-pump voltage multiplier, aimed at

charging the output capacitors of an IMD.

Keywords Level shifter � HV-CMOS � Biomedical circuits

1 Introduction

Level shifters are essential circuit blocks in multi-supply

voltage circuits and systems. A level shifter (LS) translates

logic levels between two voltage domains for example {0,

VDD} to {VL, VH}; but in most of cases the designers refer

to level shifters as circuits translating at high speed and

without static power consumption from {0, VDD} to {0,

VH[VDD} like in Fig. 1, where a classic standard level

shifter schematic is shown [1–4]. VH can be large, up to the

maximum gate-source voltage VGSmax that M1…6 can

withstand (1–5 V in regular CMOS ICs); to translate to

higher voltages domains current signalization and protec-

tion circuitry are necessary, which increase power con-

sumption and circuit complexity. High voltage HV-CMOS

transistors include a thick gate oxide for VGSmax up to

18–20 V, and an extended drain to avoid large electric

fields allowing elevated maximum drain to source voltages

VDSmax. In this work, a 0.6 lm HV-CMOS technology with

12.5 nm thin and 41 nm thick oxides allowing transistors

with VGSmax = 5.5 V and 18 V respectively was used. In

Fig. 1, M1–M6 transistors are HV ones, the different

symbol used indicates the thick oxide and the extended

drain. LS can be useful in applications like communicating

a low VDD CPU to a 5 V peripheral, in HV displays, non-

volatile memories, driving the gate of a high-side pass

transistor in a switched converter, or in medical devices to

implement tissue-stimuli delivery subsystems [4–8]. While

in the first examples the design of a LS is simple because

VDD and VH are fixed for each application, the latter

examples become a challenging problem if VH is a previ-

ously unknown voltage. In a biomedical circuit, VH can be

either 15 V, 5 V or 100 mV, depending on the device state

and on the stimuli value programmed by the physician.

This work proposes different circuit topologies to help the

designer adapting the circuit in Fig. 1 to cover such a wide

range for VH. As an example application, a block diagram

of a generic implantable medical device (IMD) is shown in

Fig. 2, including electrodes to connect the tissue to voltage

and/or current sources in the device through one or mul-

tiple pass-switches. The control logic supply voltage is

assumed to be a low voltage VDD, obtained from a medical

grade battery, while the stimuli to deliver to the tissue in

medical devices are either current or voltage pulses (or

pulse trains) ranging from a few hundreds of mV to well

over 15 V, or from a hundred lA to tens of mA. In this

context, LS are necessary not only to open/close the

switches and to directly deliver voltage pulses, but also to

control the HV step-ups of the stimuli generator. The focus

of this work will be the design of LS with the widest

possible input and output voltage range, aimed at being a

generic block for medical circuits. First, the design of a
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full-range output LS is presented for VH from 0 to 18 V.

Then two application examples are presented: a composite

switch to control negative voltage pulses, and a 0 to 16 V

multi-channel programmable charge-pump multiplier,

aimed at charging the output stimuli capacitors in IMDs.

2 Full range level shifters (FR-LS)

A full range LS was developed optimizing and modifying

the circuit in Fig. 1; the challenge is to cover the full

0\VH\ 18 V voltage range, but since biomedical signals

are of relatively low frequency the LS will not be opti-

mized in terms of speed. VDD is assumed to cover different

usual types of batteries powering IMD’s CPUs (2 V up to

5 V). The LS in Fig. 1 can be examined in two states, with

the usual assumption VH[VDD;

• A ‘‘High’’ state when the input is set to VDD, transistors

M1,5,6 are turned on, M2,3,4 are turned off, thus the

output goes to VH.

• A ‘‘Low’’ state when the input is set to 0 V transistors

M2,3,4 are turned on, and M1,5,6 are turned off, thus the

output goes to 0 V.

Note the LS itself is formed by the input inverters and

the HV MOS M1,2,4,5 while M3 and M6 are just larger

output transistors to drive the external load. At first glance,

determining the transistor sizes is straight forward to

minimize the occupied area: M3,6 are of minimum length

(Lmin = 3 lm in the target HV-MOS) and wide enough to

drive a given load at the output at the required frequency.

The remaining HV transistors are all equal, minimum sized

Wmin/Lmin = 10 lm/3 lm unless too huge M3,6 are neces-

sary. But VH has a very wide operation range so three cases

Fig. 1 A classic Level Shifter

for VH[VDD. M1–M6 are HV

transistors

Fig. 2 General diagram of an IMD
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will be examined in detail: VH close to VDD, VH much

smaller than VDD, and VH much larger than VDD. In the left

of Fig. 3, the simulated behavior of the circuit in Fig. 1 is

shown for VDD = 2 V and using the typical transistor

model (TM) and the above transistor sizes. Note that this

LS works properly only in the case of VH close to VDD thus

either the transistor sizes, and/or the circuit topology need

to be modified. On the right of Fig. 3, the measured results

of a fabricated LS where M1,2,4,5 transistors where care-

fully sized to improve its operation at a large VH are shown.

Transistors sizing procedure is described below.

The problem for VH[ [VDD can be observed when

the LS changes from the ‘‘Low’’ to ‘‘High’’ state as M1
0s

gate changes from 0 to VDD turning on the transistor. At

this point M1 is saturated because VGS1 = VDD, VDS1 & VH,

much larger than its saturation voltage VDSsat1. M4 tran-

sistor starts in the linear zone because VDS4 & 0 V. The

gate capacitance CG5 of M5 is then discharged, until at

some point the drain currents of M1 and M4 are equal. In a

first approach, to guarantee that the LS is triggered, the

intersection point of ID4(VD4) (1) and ID1(VD1) (2) must be

for |VDS4|[|VTP| (note VD1 = VD4); if this condition is not

met M5 and M6 will not turn on. If M1 transistor is satu-

rated and in Strong Inversion (SI), and M4 transistor is in

the linear region:

ID1 ¼ b1 �
VGS1 � VTNð Þ

2

2

¼ b1 �
VDD � VTNð Þ

2

2

; ð1Þ

ID4 ¼ b4 � VGS4 � VTPð Þ � VDS4 ¼ b4 � VH � VTPj jð Þ � VDS4:

ð2Þ

where VTN, VTP are the threshold voltages,

b ¼ l � C0
OX � WL . In this point M2 is open and VDS4 is fixed

just by the charge in the parasitic capacitance CG5 of M5

gate. While (|ID1| - |ID4|) is positive CG5 is discharged:

VG5 tð Þ ¼ VH � 1

C5

rðID1 � ID4Þ � dt: ð3Þ

When |VDS4|= (VH - VG5)[|VTP| is possible to assume

that M5 is turned on and the LS rapidly completes state

change. But if solving (3) VG5 reaches a steady voltage

such that (VH - VG5)\|VTP| where M5, M2 leakages are

equal, the LS will not change state remaining in a

stable condition (should be metastable in a proper LS). A

complete analytical solution to (3) is complex, but a sim-

pler criterion is to check if when VDS4 = VTP, ID1[ ID4; in

this case the LS will always change state. A good trade-off

for transistor sizing is to make the intersection point of M1

and M4 drain currents be at VDS4 = VTP. Using (1), (2):

W4=L4

W1=L1

¼ lN
2lP

� VDD � VTNð Þ2

VH � VTPj jð Þ � VTPj j )
W1

W4

� 6:6: ð4Þ

Fig. 3 Left: simulated output of the LS of Fig. 1, for a VDD = 2 V, 50 kHz square wave input, classic approach. Right: measured output of the

fabricated LS of Fig. 1, for a VDD = 2 V, 10 kHz square wave input, M1,2,4,5 sized using (4)
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If all HV transistor lengths are Lmin = 3 lm, and (4) is

evaluated in the worst-case condition, VDD = 2 V (end of

life of a primary Lithium-Iodine pacemaker battery) and

VH = 18 V, the condition is that W1/W4 = 6.6. Note (4) is

an overestimated criterion to guarantee LS transition which

can be fine-tuned during simulations.

From Fig. 3, it is clear the LS does not properly work for

a small VH either. The reason is that VGS = VH will not be

high enough to turn on the PMOS HV transistors when

required. Our proposed solution, shown in Fig. 4, is to

connect NMOS HV transistors (M7,8,9) in parallel with the

HV-PMOS resembling a transmission gate configuration,

but the gates of these HV-NMOS are controlled in the VDD

domain. When VH is high, M7,8,9 are transparent to the

circuit as they are open, but they take the role of the PMOS

when VH is low. This new configuration of the LS, shown

in Fig. 4, will be denoted as Full-Range Level Shifter (FR-

LS). In Fig. 5 measurement results of a FR-LS at VH-

= 0.1 V, VH = 1 V, VH = 16 V show its correct operation

in the complete full range. Summarizing, the following

design methodology is proposed for a FR-LS. First deter-

mine the size of M3 and M6 according to the load. Then

calculate the gate capacitances of these transistors, and

determine the minimum width (L = Lmin) of the M1,2,4,5,-

transistors to drive this load at the required speed with VH

close to VDD. Then increase M1,2 width so that it is in

compliance with (4). Finallly determine the size of M7, M8,

M9 for a worst case scenario with VH = 0.1 V (or as low as

required).

To validate the previous design, first a level shifter like

the one in Fig. 1 was implemented and a FR-LS both fol-

lowing the previous design criteria. The selected values

W1,2/L1,2 = 60 lm/3 lm, W4,5/L4,5 = 10 lm/3 lm result in

a W1/W4 = 6 a bit smaller than the result in (4) so all

corners were carefully simulated to guarantee it works in

all cases. The output HV transistors M3,6 are large enough

to handle a 200pF @50KHz load, W3,6/L3,6 = 400 lm/

3 lm. The measurement setup is shown in Fig. 6(a), where

a microprocessor controls the triggering (IN signal) of both

the LS and FR-LS, and VH is swept with a digital power

source. A 200pF load was connected at the outputs of both

the LS and FR-LS and VDD was fixed in a worst case value

of 2 V. Transient measurements for the standard LS are

shown in Fig. 3, it works properly for large VH values but

not for VH\ \VDD since it lacks the configuration of

Fig. 4. The transient measurements of the FR-LS of Fig. 4

Fig. 4 Full range level shifter

(FR-LS) circuit schematic
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Fig. 5 Measured transient output of the fabricated FR-LS, for

VH = 0.1 V,1 V,16 V and a 10 kHz square wave input of VDD = 2 V
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(W7/L7 = 400 lm/3 lm, W8,9/L8,9 = 10 lm/3 lm) are

shown in Fig. 5, correctly working in the full range of VH

from 100 mV up to 18 V.

The delay for both LS and FR-LS were measured with a

200pF load, the results are shown in Fig. 7. In the case of

the LS, the delay in the ‘‘0–1’’ transition is independent of

VDD but for the ‘‘1–0’’ transition, the delay varies with VDD

because the M3 transistor on resistance (RON) is VDD

dependent. In the case of the FR-LS, the measured delay in

both transitions (‘‘0–1’’ and ‘‘1–0’’) varies with VDD

because either the PMOS or the NMOS transistors on

resistance is important. Static power consumption was

measured for both LS and FR-LS using a source measuring

unit (SMU) to supply the VDD and a fixed IN signal

(Fig. 6(b) shows the measurement setup), in both cases the

static power consumption was below 1nA.

To fully understand the operation of the FR-LS, in

Fig. 8 a simulation is presented showing for a ‘‘0–1’’

transition with a 200pF load at the output, the percentage of

the charge passing through both M6 and M7 in terms of VH.

Note for a low VH almost all the current to charge the

200pF load goes through M7 while for a large VH goes

through M6. For VH low ( VH\ 1 V) the charge through

M6 is almost null, and at the end of the transition the output

Fig. 6 LS measurement set up,

a VH range of operation, b Static

power consumption

Fig. 7 Measured (grey symbols) and simulated (white symbols) delay

of the LS and FR-LS, with a 200pF capacitive load at the output,

VH = 16 V and VDD = 2 V

0 2 4 6 8 10
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20

40
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80

100
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VH [V]

 M6

 M7

Fig. 8 Simulated percentage of the charge passing through both M6

and M7 in terms of VH in a FR-LS, to charge a 200pF load in a ‘‘0–1’’

transition
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voltage can be as low as 0 V; thus, in this situation M6

never turns on but the Level Shifter properly operates

thanks to M7. For VH around 2 V, the charge through of M6

and M7 is comparable, while for VH[ 4 V the effect of M7

is negligible. M7 transistor is placed so the Level Shifter

operates for the lowest VH range where M6 does not turn

on. Because of this reason the delay in Table 3 (measured

at a large VH) is almost the same for both.

M7 size was not optimized for medium or large VH

values, instead it was sized by means of simulations using

corners, to properly translate the logic ‘1’ when VH\ 1 V,

for a target load and worst-case delay. The result is a rel-

atively large M7 NMOS transistor in parallel with M6. The

FR-LS does not perform particularly better than the LS,

apart from the fact that it covers the entire voltage range for

VH from 0 to 18 V, with a 40% penalty in the circuit area as

shown in Table 3. Finally, it should be pointed a direct area

comparison makes sense only between both versions of the

LS with the same maximum VH, but note in Table 3 the

area is much higher for the level shifter in [9] achieving

300 V, and much smaller for the level shifter in [10] at

1.8 V. The maximum VH voltage is the most relevant

aspect to the occupied area, making necessary to utilize

different technologies with different HV transistor types.

Huge transistors are necessary to withstand 300 V like in

[9] that are present in a few UHV technologies, while very

small LV transistors may be enough in the case of [10].

Because of this reason the total area is orders-of-magnitude

different while comparing the LS in [10], with those in this

work, with the LS in [9], as highlighted in Table 3.

Finally, a negative level shifter (NLS) analogous to the

one in Fig. 4 was also designed and fabricated, translating

logic levels between {0, VDD} to {VSS, VDD}, where VSS is

a negative HV supply (VSS\VDD, (VDD - VSS)\ 18 V).

The NLS’s schematic and microphotography are shown in

Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 respectively. An NLS was implemented

in a trench isolated HV-MOS technology on a Silicon on

Insulator (SOI) wafer, that allows using negative voltages.

In Table 1 transistors size for all three level shifters are

presented, while in Table 2 a summary of the measured

characteristics is presented. In Table 3 a comparison

between this work and previously published LS [9, 10] is

shown. A more accurate comparison is difficult as no other

level shifter working for both (VH[[VDD) [9] and for

(VH\\VDD) [10] was published to the best of our

knowledge.

Regarding the SOI process, it should be pointed that it is

just a standard HV-CMOS fabricated on a SOI wafer

including the ability to isolate different circuit blocks or

transistors using oxide trenches. But the substrate layer is

thick and true SOI MOSFETs cannot be implemented in

this process. The manufacturer offers the same 0.6 lm

process in both a standard wafer and the SOI wafer version.

Dielectric SOI isolation may result in a reduced crosstalk,

noise, and better EMC characteristics. In the case of

medical devices, isolated NMOS transistors allow switch-

ing voltages below the die ground as shown in the next

section, and is a valuable feature for the sake of reliability

to avoid any latch up risk triggered by the output switches

(e.g. in the case an unknown voltage is applied on critical

PADs). But oxide trenches require to respect a relevant

minimum distance to the transistors thus the die area

increases a lot, particularly in the case of small and med-

ium size MOSFETs. Because of this reason isolation fea-

ture was not utilized in the case of the voltage multiplier of

Sect. 4, even though the circuit was implemented in the

SOI version of the process. All the LS and FR-LS mea-

surements including those in Table 3 were obtained using

the standard 0.6 lm process, the NLS and composite

switch in the next section where implemented in the SOI

Fig. 9 Negative level shifter

(NLS) schematic. VSS = - VDD

in the image
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process as necessary to deliver negative voltage pulses.

Summarizing, there is no specific need to use a SOI wafer

in the case of the proposed level shifters except for the NLS

driving negative voltages, and as far as we could measure

there were no observable differences between both ver-

sions. The SOI process was selected because of reliability,

and to drive negative voltages like in Sect. 3 involving

other circuit blocks that are not described in this work.

3 A composite switch for negative voltage
pulses

A first application for the developed level shifters is shown

in Fig. 11, were two NLS and two large NMOS transistors

MS1, MS2 sized 3000 lm/3 lm, are used to implement a

composite switch, that may substitute SW1 in Fig. 2, to

deliver negative voltage stimuli pulses to a biological tis-

sue. The configuration is analogous to that presented in

[11] for pacemakers, including a CS1 = 5lF series safety

capacitor, and a charge balance switch SW2. A composite

switch is necessary because the tissue voltage is unknown,

thus is necessary to block current in both directions when

not stimulating. To close SW1 both NLS connect the gate

voltages VGS1, VGS2 to VDD; to open SW1 each NLS con-

nect the gates VGS1, VGS2 to MS1, MS2 sources respectively.

Connecting the gates to the sources helps to minimize

crosstalk between multiple electrodes connected to the

tissue because if SW1 is open and a pulse is delivered

through a different electrode connected to the tissue, the

impact of the source-gate capacitance CGS1 is minimized,

so the parasitic current through the electrode is negligible.

The circuit was fabricated in the 0.6 lm HV-CMOS

technology in the SOI wafer; MS1, MS2 in Fig. 11 are

dielectrically isolated MOSFETs as well as M8, M9, M14 in

Fig. 9 (joint isolated). A measured 2 ms, - 14 V pulse, is

also shown in Fig. 11, using a 500 X resistor to simulate

tissue impedance according to the EN 45502-2-1 standard

[12]. When the pulse starts, the tissue voltage VP = - 14 V

but the amplitude decays with time because CS1 and the

electrode-tissue interface are charged at the same time.

When the pulse finishes, SW2 is closed for the charge

balance to discharge CS1 and a real electrode’s capacitance

and to avoid any tissue damage [11, 13]. Also, in Fig. 12

simulation of a - 14 V pulse stimulation, using a 100 X,

1k X and 10 kX tissue impedance model is presented; no

significant change in pulse maximum value is detected, this

is due the proper design of transistors Ms1 and Ms2 of

Fig. 11.

Fig. 10 Microphotography of the fabricated NLS

Table 1 Level shifters transistor sizes

Transistors W/L (lm/ lm)

Mi1–4 20/3

M1,2 60/3

M3,6 400/3

M4,5 10/3

M7 (FR-LS) 400/3

M8,9 (FR-LS) 10/3

M5,6,13,14,15,16 (NLS) 60/3

M8,9,11,12 (NLS) 10/3

Table 2 Level shifters

measurement results
Characteristic LS FR-LS

VDD (V) 5.5[VDD[ 2 5.5[VDD[ 2

VH (V) VDD\VH\ 18 V 0\VH\ 18

Delay 0–VH (VH = 16 V, VDD = 2–5 V, 200pF load) (ns) 43 45–10

Delay VH–0 (VH = 16 V, VDD = 2–5 V, 200pF load) (ns) 25–10 22–10

Static current consumption (VDD = 2–5 V) \ 1nA \ 1nA
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4 A fully programmable charge pump
voltage converter for implantable medical
devices

A high voltage generator is a necessary circuit block in

most active IMDs, as regular stimuli pulses may be of 15 V

or more. Charge pump voltage multiplier (VM) topology

using external capacitors, is known to be preferred for

pacemakers because of its efficiency at a minimum output

current [5, 11, 14]. But while charge pumps are well known

circuits, there is little detail available about how to switch

voltages above VDD. The basic VM topology used in this

work is shown in Fig. 13, where multiple storage capaci-

tors can be added to have multiple independent outputs.

For a classic ‘‘3 9 ’’ voltage generator two pump capaci-

tors CP1, CP2, are alternatively charged to the battery

voltage VDD (/1 is the ‘‘charge phase’’) and then connected

in series to the battery itself to achieve a 3•VDD voltage. At

this point the charge is transferred to an output storage

capacitor CSto (/2 is the ‘‘pump phase’’); normally CSto-

[[CP1,2 so no large output voltage steps are observed.

A DC load can be connected in parallel to CSto, but in a

pacemaker, for example, CSto is just charged up to a target

value VTarg (0\VTarg\ 3•VDD) and later discharged

trough the tissue for a short time pulse when a stimulus is

required. Other possible configuration of the same circuit

are ‘‘29 ’’ where only CP2 is periodically charged and later

connected in series to the battery thus VTarg\ 2•VDD; or

‘‘19 ’’ where CP2 is periodically charged and used to

transfer charge to CSto thus VTarg\VDD. While the

39 configuration is enough to select any VTarg, to improve

power efficiency the 3 configurations can be programmed

in the proposed VM.

In a charge pump circuit, power efficiency gP and charge

efficiency gQ can be defined as follows:

Table 3 This work and

previously published LS [9, 10]

characteristics

Characteristic LS (this work) FR-LS (this work) [9] [10]

VDD (V) 5.5[VDD[ 2 5.5[VDD[ 2 5 0.4

VH (V) VDD\VH\ 18 0\VH\ 18 5\VH\ 300 1.62\VH\ 1.8

Delay 0–VH (ns) 43 45–10 12,000

(best case)

6.1

Delay VH–0 (ns) 25–10 22–10 4700

(best case)

n.a

Static current consumption \ 1nA \ 1nA 620nA 0.23nA

Total area (lm2) 3000 4200 124,000 35

Note the total area difference because the circuits are fabricated in different technologies to withstand very

different output voltages VH. A comparison makes sense only between both versions of the LS in this work,

while the delay, area, power consumption, depend on the technology that is different in the two rightmost

columns

Fig. 11 A scheme of a composite switch and NLS drivers to delivery

negative pulses to tissue, and measured - 14 V, 2 ms pulse. Charge

balance also shown

0,0 2,0m
-16

-14

-12

-10

-8
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-2
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V
S

tim
 (V

)

Time (s)

 100Ω

 1kΩ

 10kΩ

Fig. 12 Simulation of a - 14 V pulse stimulation, using a 100 X, 1k

X and 10 kX tissue impedance model. Charge balance also shown
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gP ¼ PLoadh i
PBath i \

VTarg

N:VDD
¼ gPmax;

gQ ¼ N � ILoadh i
IDDh i \100%

ð5Þ

where N is the VM range (1 9 , 2 9 , 3 9), PLoad and

ILoad are the power and current consumption of a load in

parallel with CSto. It follows that if VDD\VTarg\ 2•VDD

then a voltage doubler increase the efficiency with respect

to the 3 9 or if 0\VTarg\VDD, the 1 9 range results in

a better efficiency as well. The VM in this work allows

independent range and VTarg configuration of each output.

A complete block diagram of the circuit charging four

storage output capacitors CStoX (X = A, B, C, D) is shown

in Fig. 14, while the detailed switch matrix section (a

single output channel is shown for the sake of simplicity) is

shown in Fig. 15. The VM is register-controlled with a SPI

serial interface. Once a microcontroller (lC) starts the VM,

a finite state machine (FSM) inside, generates with each

clock period a control switch signals vector CS = {SS1,

SS2, SS5, SS7, SS8} for the matrix in Fig. 15. The FSM

supply voltage is VDD thus the CS vector is in the {0, VDD}

domain. The FSM periodically cycles between states:

Charge – Pump A – Charge – Pump B – Charge –…, and so

on. Different switches configurations are selected to con-

nect a single (1 9 range), two series (2 9 range), or two

series ? battery (3 9 range) capacitors as depicted in

Fig. 15 where the corresponding value of the switch signal

Fig. 13 Simplified scheme of a

39 charge pump with multiple

output channels. /1 (charge

phase) and /2 (pump phase) are

non-overlapping phases

Fig. 14 Block diagram of the

proposed Voltage Multiplier
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vector (CS) according to the programmed range is shown.

VTargX can be programmed in 32 voltage steps of the full-

scale voltage that also is register-configured. A voltage

comparator with a 5-bit programmable reference is used to

determine charge-complete condition after each Pump

state. On charge completion of all CStoX the analog com-

parator is turned off and the clock of the FSM is halted for

minimum steady state power consumption. The MOSFETS

in Fig. 15 are each associated to a switch of Fig. 13 and

FR-LS from Sect. 2 translating SSX low voltage signals to

HV signal to command several gates (FR-LS are like that

in Fig. 4 with the addition of a complimentary output when

necessary). Composite (dual) switches are employed in

several places to block the current flow in both directions at

the off-state and small (120 X) resistors are connected in

series to the current path to avoid undesired high current

spikes that may introduce noise in analog circuitry. Tran-

sistor sizes were selected using simulated on-resistance

Fig. 15 Detailed switching

matrix section of the Voltage

Multiplier. Only one channel

output shown for the sake of

simplicity

Fig. 16 Microphotography of the fabricated voltage multiplier
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Fig. 17 Measured three channel capacitors charge transient of the VM

for VDD = 3.3 V
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RON curves, the width was chosen to guarantee that total

switch RON in the worst-case condition varying VDD and

transistor model (typical, worst-slow, worst-power (TM,

WS, WP) foundry models). M1, M2 switches are medium

voltage transistors sized W/L = 200 lm/1.4 lm, while the

remaining are HV MOS transistors sized W/L = 500 lm/

3 lm resulting in a worst-case RON & 300 X. The voltage

detector in Fig. 14 compares each output capacitor voltage

to a programmable reference VRef generated from a

VBGap = 1.02 ± 1% bandgap reference [15], which is

connected to a 32-tap resistor divider using 400 kX unitary

poly resistors inside the VRef generator block of Fig. 14. A

32:1 analog multiplexer (AMUX) is utilized to select the

adequate VRef. Since CStoX can be charged up to 16.5 V, the

output voltage is downscaled with a programmable 10MX
grounded resistive divider inside AMUX to fit the bandgap

range. The proposed circuit was fabricated and tested.

Several VBat, range, and VtargX combinations were mea-

sured and the result closely fit simulations. Output voltages

from 0.5 to 16 V, with VBat from 1.5 V to 5.5 V were

tested. In Fig. 16 microphotograph of the VM is shown and

in Fig. 17 the measurements of a simultaneous charge of 3

channels (VtargA = 4 V, VtargB = 5 V, and VtargC = 6 V) is

shown, Cp1,2 = 220nF, and CStoX = 10lF in this experi-

ment. Note that the output capacitor voltage resembles an

exponential charge but after a capacitor completes its

charge, the remaining capacitors charge faster because the

FSM re-assigns the Pump time slots.

Several operating points were tested for different VDD,

VTarg, range, load and capacitor values, with an average

efficiency gQ = 97%, gP = 75%, and gP/gPmax = 89%

according to (5). In Table 4 the implemented pro-

grammable charge pump measurement result and charac-

teristics are presented, including a comparison between this

work and previously published VM [16, 17].

5 Conclusions

In this work the design, simulation, and measurement

results, of three different level shifters (LS) covering a

wide range of input and output operating voltages were

presented. At a first glance the design of a LS seems

simple, but a modified topology was developed, and a

carefully transistor sizing was necessary to fully cover

from 0 to 18 V output, and from 2 V to 5.5 V input. A full

range level shifter (FR-LS) for an output VH from 0 to

18 V, and a negative level shifter (NLS) for an output

‘‘low’’ VSS down to (- 18 V) were developed. The circuits

were fabricated in an isolated 0.6 lm HV-CMOS tech-

nology, and tested. Two application examples for

implantable medical devices circuits were presented: a

composite stimuli delivery switch for negative voltage

pulse control, and a multi-channel integrated 5bit-pro-

grammable charge-pump voltage multiplier using external

pump and storage capacitors. The charge pump takes

advantage of the developed LS to efficiently command

MOS switches, and shares the pump capacitors, achieving a

measured efficiency above 95% in charge for all test

points, and close to 90% of the maximum theoretical power

efficiency. Target voltage, range, speed, can be pro-

grammed by an external CPU using a standard SPI inter-

face to better adjust the circuit for a given medical device.
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